
Cost-Distane: Two Metri Network DesignAdam Meyerson Kamesh Munagala Serge PlotkinComputer Siene Department,Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305.fawm,kamesh,plotking�s.stanford.eduAbstratWe present the Cost-Distane problem: �nding a Steiner tree whih optimizes the sum ofedge osts along one metri and the sum of soure-sink distanes along an unrelated seond met-ri. We give the �rst known O(log k) randomized approximation sheme for Cost-Distane,where k is the number of soures. We redue many ommon network design problems to Cost-Distane, obtaining (in some ases) the �rst known logarithmi approximation for them. Theseproblems inlude single-sink buy-at-bulk with variable pipe types between di�erent sets of nodes,faility loation with buy-at-bulk type osts on edges, and maybeast with ombind ost anddistane metris. Our algorithm is also the algorithm of hoie for several previous networkdesign problems, due to its ease of implementation and fast running time.1 IntrodutionConsider designing a network from the ground up. We are given a set of ustomers, and need toplae various servers and network links in order to heaply provide suÆient servie. If we onlyneed to plae the servers, this beomes the faility loation problem and onstant-approximationsare known. If a single server handles all ustomers, and we impose the additional onstraint thatthe set of available network link types is the same for every pair of nodes (subjet to onstantsaling fators on ost) then this is the single sink buy-at-bulk problem. We give the �rst knownapproximation for the general version of this problem with both servers and network links.We redue the network design problem to an elegant theoretial framework: theCost-Distaneproblem. We are given a graph with a single distinguished sink node (server). Every edge in thisgraph an be measured along two metris; the �rst will be alled ost and the seond will be length.Note that the two metris are entirely independent, and that there may be any number of paralleledges in the graph. We are given a set of soures (ustomers). Our objetive is to onstrut aSteiner tree onneting the soures to the sink while minimizing the ombined sum of the ost ofthe edges in the tree and sum over soures of the weighted length from soure to sink.If all osts are zero, this is simply a shortest path tree. If lengths are zero, this is a minimum-ost Steiner tree. If osts and lengths are proportional, then there are known onstant-fatorapproximations.We obtain the �rst general approximation algorithm for this problem with unrelated metris. Weprove an expeted ompetitive ratio of O(log jSj) (where S is the set of soures) for our randomizedalgorithm. The algorithm is fairly simple to implement and runs in a relatively fast O(jSj2(m +n logn)) time bound.Many standard problems in network design an be redued to Cost-Distane. In partiular,we desribe simple redutions from single soure buy-at-bulk and the faility loation problem.Besides improving best-known performane bounds for single-soure buy-at-bulk (by a fator oflog logn), we demonstrate that a natural ombination of faility loation and buy-at-bulk an besolved by redution to Cost-Distane. In fat, we an generalize single-soure buy-at-bulk to1



aount for a senario where not all network link types are available between every pair of nodes,or where osts do not sale linearly. This models real-life onerns where ertain types of hardwaremay not be available (or may not be pratial to install) in ertain loations. Our algorithmprovides the �rst known approximation for this more general problem. We also demonstrate thatthe Maybeast problem an be redued to Cost-Distane.From a more theoretial standpoint, onsider routing single-soure traÆ through a graph whereeah edge has some funtion relating the total traÆ along the edge to the ost of routing thattraÆ. If all funtions are onvex inreasing (nondereasing derivative) then exat solutions areknown. We present the �rst approximations for the ase where all funtions are onave inreasing(noninreasing derivative). This problem is NP-Hard, although we are not aware of any lowerbounds on its approximability for undireted graphs. Previous work on buy-at-bulk required thatthe onave funtions between eah pair of nodes be idential up to a onstant saling fator; weeliminate this requirement.In addition to generalizing previous results, our algorithm is easy to implement and has a smallrunning time. This makes it the algorithm of hoie for many of the problems we have previouslydesribed. For example, previous algorithms for single-soure buy-at-bulk depended on ompliatedmethods of randomly seleting trees whih approximate streth. The algorithm for Aess NetworkDesign depended on linear programming relaxation, and the algorithm for Maybeast used k-medianas a subroutine. Our algorithm's most time-onsuming subroutine is single-pair shortest path.Summary of Previous ResultsIf the ost and delay metris are proportional, the o�ine version of Cost-Distane has on-stant fator approximation [4, 15℄, and there is an online algorithm performing a small number ofrerouting of existing nodes [10℄. If the ost and delay metris are unrelated, this problem has nopreviously known approximation algorithm.A related problem is to �nd a tree with low ost in the  metri suh that the diameter is nomore than L in the l metri. This problem has an O(log jSj; log jSj) approximation on the ost anddiameter [17, 16℄. Our algorithm for Cost-Distane has the same basi struture and proof ideaas the algorithm in [17℄.Previous results for related network design problems are disussed in detail in Setion 5.2 The Cost-Distane ProblemWe are given a graph G = (E; V ) along with a set of soure verties S � V whih need to beonneted to a single sink vertex t 2 V . We have two metris along this graph. We will allthe �rst metri ost,  : E 7! <+ and the seond metri length l : E 7! <+. We are also givena weighting funtion w : S 7! <+ on the soures. We denote the two metris on an edge e as((e); l(e)).We are asked to �nd a onneted subgraph G0 = (E0; V 0) � G whih ontains all soures(S � V 0) and the sink (t 2 V 0) suh that the following sum is minimized:Xe2E0 (e) +Xs2S w(s)L0(s; t)Here L0(s; t) is the total length of the min-length path from s to t along the edges of G0.Our algorithm will give an O(log jSj) approximation to this sum. It is important to notie thatour approximation ratio does not depend on the number of edges, sine there may potentially be alarge number of edges onneting the same pair of nodes (m� n2).
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3 The AlgorithmThe algorithm works by pairing up soures (or pairing soures with sink) until only the sink remains.At eah stage we �nd a mathing on the nodes, then hoose one node from eah mathed pair to be\enter." We transport the weight from the non-enter node to the enter, paying the appropriateedge osts and weight times distane osts. We then repeat this proess on the enters until thesink is the only remaining node. The details of the algorithm follow.1. De�ne S0 = S [ ftg and w0 = w. Create empty set E0.2. Set i = 0.3. For every pair of non-sink nodes (u; v) 2 Si:� Find the shortest u� v path in G aording to the metri M(e) = (e) + 2wi(u)wi(v)wi(u)+wi(v) l(e)� De�ne Ki(u; v) to be the length under metri M(e) of this path.4. For every non-sink node u 2 Si:� Find the shortest u� t path in G aording to the metri M(e) = (e) + wi(u)l(e)� De�ne Ki(u; t) to be the length under metri M(e) of this path.5. Find a mathing between nodes in Si suh that the number of unmathed nodes plus half thenumber of mathed nodes is at most Si=� and the value of P(u;v)mathedKi(u; v) is at most� times the value of the minimum Ki-ost perfet mathing. We assume � and � are knownonstants.6. For eah mathed pair (u; v) add the edges on the path de�ning Ki(u; v) to the set E0.7. Create an empty set Si+18. For eah pair of non-sink mathed nodes (u; v):� Choose u to be the enter with probability wi(u)=(wi(u) + wi(v)). Otherwise v will bethe enter.� Add the hosen enter to Si+1 and assign the enter a weight wi+1(enter) = wi(u) +wi(v).9. Add all unmathed nodes u 2 Si to Si+1 and de�ne wi+1(u) = wi(u).10. Add the sink to Si+1.11. If Si+1 ontains only the sink, we are done. Otherwise inrement i and return to step 3.12. We return G0 = (E0; V 0) where E0 is the set of edges we onstruted and V 0 is the set ofadjaent nodes.Eah time through the steps, the size of our set Si is redued by �. Thus the proess terminatesafter log� jSj iterations.A little more detail is needed in step 5. We ould �nd the minimum ost perfet mathing onthe set in polynomial time, obtaining � = 2 and � = 1. Polynomial-time algorithms are known forminimum-ost perfet mathing on non-bipartite graphs [18℄. However, these algorithms tend tobe impratial1. The following simpler proedure will work for us, ausing only a small onstant1We ould use the O(n2 log n) approximation algorithm in [11℄ to get � = 2 and � = 2. Here, n is the totalnumber of nodes in the graph. 3



loss in our approximation ratio. We will �nd the heapest pair of nodes to onnet (minimumKi(u; v)) and math them. We then remove these two nodes from onsideration and repeat. Weontinue this proess until half the nodes have been mathed. The jth pair whih we hoose tomath must have had mathing ost at most equal to the (2j � 1)st heapest edge in the perfetmathing, aording to the Ki metri. It follows that our total Ki-ost is at most half the Ki-ostof the perfet mathing, guaranteeing � = 4=3 and � = 1=2.Eah iteration of this algorithm �nds shortest paths between all pairs in Si. Sine the metri isdi�erent for eah pair, we annot use all-pairs shortest path omputations. Instead we perform jSij2single pair shortest paths. We �rst take O(m) time to ompute the metri on every edge. UsingDijkstra's Algorithm, we an ompute the shortest path between a single pair of nodes in O(m+n logn) time. The mathing step (stage 5) an be performed in O(jSij2 log jSij) time. It followsthat iteration i takes at most O(jSij2(m+n logn)) time. Sine the size of Si redues by onstant �eah iteration, when we sum over iterations the total running time looks like O(jSj2(m+ n logn)).4 AnalysisThe optimal solution will be a tree, whih we will all T �. To see this, notie that we an take anygraph and produe the shortest-path (aording to the length metri) tree onneting the sink toall soures. This shortest-path tree will have total ost at most the total ost of the graph and adistane-to-sink from every soure node equal to the distane-to-sink from the graph. It followsthat the optimal solution must be a tree, sine a non-tree solution immediately gives rise to a treesolution with equal or superior total value.We de�ne the following quantities:C� =Pe2T � (e).L�(v) = Total length of edges along the path from v to the sink in T �.D� =Pv2S w(v)L�(v).The total \value" of the optimal solution whih we will need to approximate is C� + D�. Ateah stage in our algorithm, we have some set of nodes Si whih we are trying to onnet. Wede�ne the following potential funtion:D�i =Xv2Si wi(v)L�(v)Notie that D�0 = D�.Sine our algorithm is randomized, we need to analyze the expeted performane. Eah stageof the algorithm transports some weight from mathed nodes to hosen enters. We an de�ne thevalue of stage i to be the total ost of the edges used in stage i mathing plus the ost to transportthe weight aross the appropriate edges to the enter. The total value of our solution will then bethe sum of the values of the stages.We �rst prove a lemma bounding the expeted potential funtion at eah stage.Lemma 1. For every stage i, E[D�i ℄ � D�.Proof. The proof will be by indution. For i = 0 we know D�0 = D�. Consider stage i > 0.Suppose we mathed u and v in our previous mathing. The ontribution of u and v to D�i�1 waswi�1(u)L�(u) + wi�1(v)L�(v). We hoose a random enter. The expeted distane from enter tosink is now: wi�1(u)L�(u) + wi�1(v)L�(v)wi�1(u) + wi�1(v)The weight of the new enter is wi�1(u) + wi�1(v). It follows that the new enter's expetedontribution to D�i is also wi�1(u)L�(u) + wi�1(v)L�(v). Of ourse, unmathed nodes ontribute4



equally muh to both potentials, and nodes mathed with the soure ontribute less to D�i sinetheir weight will disappear. Thus the expeted value of D�i is at most D�i�1. It follows thatE[D�i ℄ � E[D�i�1℄ and the indutive hypothesis implies E[D�i ℄ � D�.We will now relate the value of a stage to the metri Ki on whih we approximated a min-ostperfet mathing. This will allow us to bound the expeted value of eah stage.Lemma 2. Given a tree T = (E; V ) and a set of nodes S � V , there exists a perfet mathing ofthe nodes in S whih uses eah edge of the tree at most one.Proof. The proof will be by indution on the number of edges in the tree. If the tree inludes zeroedges, then jV j = 1 and the result is trivially true. Consider a larger tree. Suppose v 2 V is aleaf of this tree. If v is not inluded in S, then we an remove v and the edge onneting it to itsparent from the tree to produe a smaller tree, T 0. We indutively produe a perfet mathing ofthe nodes in S on T 0 and use the same mathing for T . If v is inluded in S, then we onsider v'sparent node. If the parent node is also in S, then we math v with its parent. We then remove vand it's edge from the tree to produe T 0 and indutively math the rest of S on T 0. If the parentnode is not in S, we produe S0 by removing v from S and adding v's parent. We again produe T 0and math the nodes. Some node u is mathed to v's parent. We will use the idential mathingto the one on T 0 exept that we will math v with u by adding the edge from v to its parent to therelevent path. This produes the desired mathing.This result previously appeared in [17℄.Lemma 3. The expeted value of stage i at most �(2D� + C�).Proof. Consider the tree T �. By mathing the nodes in Si in the proper way, we an guarantee thatwe use only edges in T � and no edge more than one as in lemma 2. This mathing has edges withtotal ost at most C�. The fration 2wi(u)wi(v)=(wi(u) + wi(v)) is at most twie the minimumof the two weights. Eah edge in our mathing would have to be along the path-to-soure in theoptimal tree for one of the two mathed nodes. It follows that:X(u;v)mathedKi(u; v) � C� + 2D�iThe minimum-ost perfet mathing along metri Ki must do at least this well. Sine themathing we atually use has ost at most � times the minimum-ost perfet mathing, we guaranteea mathing of Ki-ost at most �(C� + 2D�i ). We need to relate this ost to the value of the stage.The value of the stage is the total ost to transfer weight from mathed nodes to their enters.Suppose we math u and v. If we hoose v as the enter, then we need to transport u's weightover to v. This indues a value of wi(u)l(u; v) in addition to the value indued by the ost of edgesused. On the other hand, if we hoose u as enter then we pay wi(v)l(u; v) plus edge osts. Theexpeted value is thus wi(v)wi(u)l(u; v) + wi(u)wi(v)l(u; v)wi(u) +wi(v) + (u; v)Notie that this expeted value is exatly Ki(u; v). It follows that the expeted value of thestage is equal to the total Ki-ost of the mathing found; at most �(C� + 2D�i ). This of oursedepends on D�i , a random variable with expeted value at most D� (as per lemma 1). It followsthat the expeted value of stage i is at most �(2D� + C�) as desired.Theorem 1. We obtain approximation ratio 2� log� jSj = O(log jSj) to the optimal.5



Proof. The expeted value of our solution is equal to the sum of expeted value of stages. Thisgives us total value E[V ℄ �PiE[Vi℄. Using lemma 3 and our bound on the total number of stages,we an bound this by E[V ℄ � �(log� jSj)(2D�+C�). Sine the optimal solution has value D�+C�,this proves the desired approximation ratio.Using the desribed greedy algorithm to �nd a mathing, we will attain expeted approximationratio log4=3 jSj; exat perfet mathings would improve this to 2 log2 jSj. There will be a smalladditional loss in the last stages where an uneven number of nodes ould ause a few additionalsteps, however our total approximation will remain bounded by an expeted O(log jSj).We note that sine the algorithm an optimize any linear ombination of ost and distane,we an use the tehnique in [17℄ to obtain a (O(log jSj); O(log jSj)) approximation to the biriteriaproblem of optimizing the ost given total distane and vie versa.5 Relation to Network Design ProblemsWe will demonstrate approximation-preserving redutions from many ommonly enountered net-work design probems to speial ases of Cost-Distane. We emphasize that for all these problems,our algorithm produes a logarithmi approximation ratio, while being (in general) simpler to im-plement and faster to run than previously known algorithms.5.1 Faility LoationWe are given a weighted undireted graph G(V;E) with a ost per unit demand  : E ! < on theedges. We have a set of demand points D � V with demands di, and a set of faility loationsF � V with faility osts fi. The goal is to open a subset of the failities and assign demandsto the open failities so that the sum of ost of opening the failities and the ost of routing thedemand to the failities is minimized.For edge e in the graph, the biriteria ost funtion is (0; (e)). We add a dummy sink andonnet it to all the failities. For faility i, the ost of the edge is (fi; 0). The demand points will beour soure verties (S = D) and their weights will be equal to the demands (w(v) = dv). The ostof a Cost-Distane solution on this modi�ed graph is idential to the ost of its orrespondingfaility-loation solution, so it follows that the redution is approximation-preserving.We an also onsider the apaitated version of this problem, where faility i has apaity ui.We an open multiple opies of a faility, but eah opy opened at loation i osts fi. Again, wemodify the graph exatly as before, but assign ost (fi; fiui ) on the edge onneting the sink tofaility i. This auses the loss of an additional fator of two (at most) in the approximation ratio.We have therefore obtained a O(log(jDj)) approximation to these problems. Note that onstantfator approximations are known for this problem [9, 13, 20℄.5.2 Extended Single Sink Buy-at-bulkIn this problem [19℄, we are given a weighted graph G(V;E) with length funtion l : E ! <. Asubset S � V of nodes have demands di. We have a speial sink node t to whih all this demandmust be routed. The demand must be routed by hoosing a tree and buying pipes along this tree.There are K types of pipes. The type i pipe has ost i per unit length and apaity ui. We assumeK is O(poly(jV j)). The goal is to minimize the total ost of pipe bought.We modify the graph as follows. Replae every edge e in the graph with K parallel edgese1; e2; : : : ; eK . The edge ei has biriteria ost (l(e)i; l(e) iui ). The weight of a node is its demand.This new graph is the instane of Cost-Distane that we solve. Intuitively, l(e)i is the �xed ostof using pipe i, and l(e) iui is the inremental ost of routing demand.6



It is impliit in the work of [3, 19℄ that the optimum tree with the modi�ed ost funtion is nomore than a fator 2 away from the optimum tree for the original problem.The best previously known approximation for this problem is O(log jSj log log jSj) whih followsby applying the tehniques in [8℄ to the algorithm in [3℄. These algorithms are based on the workin [5, 6, 7, 8℄ whih show how to approximate any �nite metri by a tree metri so that the distanebetween any two nodes in the graph is approximated well. For the speial ase of K = 1, Salmanet al [19℄ showed a onstant fator approximation by using previous results [4, 15℄ on balaningSteiner trees with shortest path trees.All previous approximations assumed that all the K pipes are available between all pairs ofnodes; it is straightforward to see that we an do away with this restrition. This problem arisesnaturally in network design. There may be a �xed ost of laying ables whih depends on theloation but is independent of the type of able being laid (perhaps the ost of installing the ableoutweighs the ost of the able itself). Alternatively, ertain types of servies might not be availablein ertain loations. Our algorithm is the �rst to handle these sorts of situations.5.3 Combining Faility Loation with Buy-at-BulkWe an de�ne a ombination of the previous problems as follows. We are given the same graphas in the (apaitated) faility loation problem, and also a set of K pipe types just as in thebuy-at-bulk problem. We wish to open failities and onstrut a forest routing the demands to thefailities. The demands must be routed by buying pipes along the edges of the forest. We wish tooptimize the sum of the ost of laying out the pipes and the ost of opening the failities.This problem arises, for example, in plaing ahes over the web and onneting the demandpoints to the ahes by laying out links of some �xed types (like T1, OC10, et.) We wish tooptimize the total ost of plaing the ahes and buying the links to route the demands.It should be lear that the ombination of the modi�ations we made in the previous problemsgives an instane of Cost-Distane. The approximation ratio is therefore O(log jDj). This holdseven if the set of available pipes di�ers for di�erent pairs of nodes. As far as we are aware, this isthe �rst approximation algorithm for this problem.5.4 Aess Network DesignWe note that the aess network design problem [2℄ is a speial ase of the faility loation withbuy-at-bulk problem mentioned above. We therefore have a O(log jSj) approximation for thisproblem.5.5 The Maybeast Problem [14℄The maybeast problem [14℄ is a probabilisti version of the online Steiner tree problem [1, 12℄.The set S of reeivers is known in advane, and reeiver i is ative with probability pi independentof other reeivers. Eah link in the network has ost (e). We wish to onstrut a stati multiasttree onneting all the reeivers to a soure node t so that the expeted ost of the tree in terms ofthe number of ative edges is minimum. This problem was �rst addressed in [14℄ where the authorsobtain a O(log jSj) approximation by using k-median algorithm as a subroutine.We an obtain the same bound as [14℄ using the following redution to the Cost-Distaneproblem. Consider eah reeiver as being a sender with weight w(i) = pi. Let t be the sink for allthese demands. Replae eah edge e in the graph by two parallel edges with biriteria osts (0; e)and (e; 0). The proof of this onstrution is immediate from the disussion in [14℄.We now address the two metri version of this problem. Eah edge e now also has a delaymetri l(e). The goal is to optimize the expeted sum of the ost of the tree and the total delay ofall reeivers. 7



As before, let weight at a reeiver be w(i) = pi. Note that for any edge, the expeted ontributionto delay is just l(e) �Demand(e), where Demand(e) is the total demand owing through this edge.This follows from linearity of expetations. Therefore, the graph an be modi�ed as follows. Replaeeah edge e by two parallel edges with biriteria osts (0; l(e) + (e)) and ((e); l(e)) respetively.The proof that this redution works is immediate.We therefore have a O(log jSj) approximation to the biriteria version of the maybeast problem.5.6 Conave FuntionsSuppose we are given a graph and a set of soures and demands, and we wish to route all the demandto a single sink node. For every pair of nodes in the graph, we are given a onave funtion whihdetermines the ost of routing between those nodes given the amount of demand to be transported.We an ompute a tight approximation of suh a onave funtion by viewing it as the minimum (atany demand value) of a series of lines of dereasing slope and inreasing y-interept. The biriteriaost in the Cost-Distane problem an be seen to represent the y-interept (ost) and the slope(length) of lines relating expenditure for an edge to amount of traÆ routed. We an thus simulatethe onave funtion by providing many parallel edges of di�erent biriteria ost.6 ConlusionsWe onlude by mentioning some open problems. First, we have no lower bounds on the approx-imability of Cost-Distane. We strongly suspet that the lower bound in the most general aseis 
(log jSj). Seond, it would be interesting to see if the algorithm provides better approximationguarantees for spei� types of ost funtion, spei�ally those arising from faility loation andmaybeast. Third, derandomizing the algorithm poses an interesting problem.Finally, we are urious as to whether any approximations an be given for the more generalase where the ost-demand relationship for a pair of nodes in the graph follows an arbitrarynondereasing funtion (neither onvex nor onave).
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